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An IPv6-only DNS Root Testbed



Interested parties in this community like individual 

researchers, labs of universities, companies and 

institutes are welcome to join us as Yeti root server 

operators (at least 25 operators), recursive name 

server operators, and individual researchers. It is 

expected that Yeti Project can also gain the support 

from vendors, for example, the DNS software 

implementers, Developers of CPE devices & IoT 

devices, middle box developers who can test their 

product and connect their own testbed into the Yeti 

testbed. 

Note that the Yeti DNS project has complete fealty 

to IANA as the DNS name space manager. All IANA 

top-level domain names will be precisely expressed 

in the Yeti DNS system, including all TLD data and 

meta-data. We hope to inform the IANA communi-

ty by peer-reviewed science as to future possibili-

ties to consider for the IANA root DNS system.
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About Us

BII — Beijing Internet Institute, a company public interest 

serving as BII Group's Engineering Research Center (BII 

Group www.biigroup.com) 

WIDE — Widely Integrated Distributed Environment. 

www.wide.ad.jp 

TISF — a collaborative engineering and security project 

by Paul Vixie.
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Figure1. Reseach iterms in Yeti DNS project

"One World, One Internet, One Namespace" is the 

essence for the success of today's Internet. The top 

level of the unique identi�er system, the DNS root 

system, has been being operating for 25+ years. It 

is pivot to make the current Internet useful. So it is 

considered somewhat ossi�ed for stability reasons. 

It is hard to test and implement new ideas of evolv-

ing to a more advanced level to counter challenges 

like IPv6-only operation, DNSSEC key/algorithm 

rollover, scaling issues, etc. In order to make the 

test more practical, it is also necessary to involve 

users’ environment which is highly diversi�ed, to 

study the effect of the changes in question.

To bene�t the Internet development as a whole, 

the proposal of Yeti Project is formed to build a 

parallel experimental live IPv6 DNS root system to 

discover the limits of DNS root name service and 

deliver useful technical output. Possible research 

agenda will be explored on this testbed covering 

several aspects (but not limited to) shown in the 

following �gure1.


